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#3 Meeting with my Mentor of the German 

Bundestag 

 

 

Soon it will happen. I still can't believe it. Since I am back from England, time passed (too) quickly. 

Last week my plane ticket came by mail and I became even more aware that I will soon be a year away from everything 

and everyone. Somehow a strange but also tingling feeling. Partly not knowing what to expect, around every corner 

there is a little adventure waiting - that is incredibly exciting. 

On 07/12/2018 my mentor from the German Bundestag Dr. Anja Weisgerber 

invited me to her constituency office and we talked a long time about the 

program and how my family and I feel. I became more and more aware of how 

much is really behind the PPP - broadening horizons, opening borders, getting 

to know people. I am incredibly grateful to Dr. Weisgerber for giving me the 

opportunity to make these exciting experiences. (You can find out more about 

my mentor here) 

During the rest of my time in Germany I organized my international driver's 

license, made my appointment at the Frankfurt embassy for my visa and did so 

many little things that I can't think of. 🙂 Together with my family (THANK YOU 

♥), we also organized a little farewell party. I'm really looking forward to 

seeing (almost) everyone again and saying goodbye. Sure, it won't be easy for 

me, but after a year you have a lot to tell each other. And thank God there is 

still WhatsApp and Skype. 😉 

The next time I will probably write from Georgia and believe me - there will be a 

lot to tell, too! 🙂 

Wish me luck on my flight and see you soon! 

Lena 

 

 

 

Mrs. Weisgerber chose me as participant from my 

town Schweinfurt – an honor! 
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